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Supply chain at risk: the case of Rare Earths

Sources: Google image, MP Materials



Supply of Rare Earth elements dominated by China.
Demand is coming from critical sectors.

Sources: sciencedirect.com  and Arafura using Wood Mackenzie data



The supply chain of NdPr

Sources: MP Materials





An alternative: MP Materials, located in California



MP Materials is vertically integrated: from the mine, 
to the refinery and the magnet production



Other metals lack of supply diversification



US IRA: a game changer



The semiconductor supply chain



Relocalisation of the supply chain

EU target :
€ 43 billion for local production



Disclaimer : The present presentation is a marketing document. This present document neither constitutes personal advice, an offer 
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reliable. The information presented is subject to change without notice. No express or implied warranty, guarantee or representation 
is given by CapitalatWork as to the accuracy, suitability or completeness of the information made available. The information 
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